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Abstract With the development of computer technology,
the anticipated extensive use of virtual production systems
(VPSs) in the future has encouraged its intensive research
recently. However, a limited amount of research has been
made on its efficient control. In this paper, a hybrid
supervisory control approach based on autonomy and
coordination is proposed for VPSs to enhance the
efficiency of control. Its three primary advantages are: (1)
application of supervisory control theory, which can
efficiently obtain the desired property through closed-
loop feedback; (2) use of hybrid control structure
combining hierarchical and distributed ones, which can
avoid the exponential explosion of state space due to
synthesis of models; and (3) utilization of autonomous and
coordination mechanisms, which can keep the balance of
local quick response and global optimization. A case study
is used to illustrate how to implement the proposed
approach, and is finally analyzed and simulated by an
integrated tool named UPPAAL.

Keywords Autonomy and coordination . Hybrid
supervisory control . Supervisory control theory .
Virtual production systems (VPSs)

1 Introduction

To cope with today’s customer-driven manufacturing
(CDM) environment, Jiang et al. proposed a paradigm
for organizing virtual production systems (VPSs) [1]. It
combines the advantages of functional and product-
oriented resources structures, such that both efficient
internal logistics management and convenient production

resources management are enabled. With the development
of computer technology, the anticipated extensive use of
VPSs in the future has encouraged its intensive research on
modeling and scheduling methodologies in recent years,
mostly based on Petri nets [2, 3]. However, a limited
amount of research has been made on its efficient control.
Since Petri-nets-based control model is a lack of super-
visory function (feedback) in the process of control, it
requires iteration through phases of trial, analysis and
redesign to converge to the desired property [4]. For
complex VPSs, this may result in a time-consuming
calculation and slow down its response speed.

Compared with Petri nets, supervisory control theory
proposed by Ramadge and Wonham [5] provides the
modeling features similar to Petri nets, but it is more
efficient in control than the latter. The reason is that it may
ensure the system under control to behave legally
according to given specifications by closed-loop feedback
instead of iterating them. To enhance the ability of
modeling, analysis and simulation, supervisory control
theory has made more extended research. On one hand,
new automata and control structures were continuously
proposed to solve the explosion of state space due to
synthesis of automata in complex discrete events systems
(DES) [6–8]. And on the other hand, supervisory control
theory is in conjunction with computer technologies.
Notably, a number of verification tools [9–11] were
developed, which have been successfully applied in
industrial case studies. In these tools, UPPAAL tool [11]
is an integrated environment for modeling, simulation and
verification of real-time systems modeled as networks of
timed automata, which was developed in collaboration
between the Uppsala University in Sweden and the
Aalborg University in Demark.

Motivated by the above consideration, this paper devotes
to development of an efficient control approach for VPSs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly describes the basic principle of super-
visory control theory and the main features of UPPAAL. In
Section 3, a two-layer supervisory control architecture
based on autonomy and coordination is proposed. On the
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basis of this hybrid architecture, Section 4 establishes the
DES model for a VPSs case. To obtain the desired
characteristics of performance and activity, autonomous
and coordination supervisory controllers are designed for
the VPSs case based on heuristic scheduling rules in
Section 5. In Section 6, system analysis, calculation and
simulation of time-optimal scheduling based on the
proposed approach are implemented by UPPAAL. Finally,
conclusions and discussions for future work are made in
Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Basic principle of supervisory control theory

In supervisory control theory, plant G and supervisory
controller S construct a supervisory control system S/G in
the form of closed loop, as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, S
provides G with the list of authorized events Γ(i)
(commands) according to the specifications residing in S,
where i=0, 1, 2... represents the list index. After receiving
these commands, G generates an event σ iþ 1ð Þ 2
ΣG qð Þ \ Γ ið Þð Þ and returns it to S as a response, where
ΣG(q) is the list of eligible events starting from the current
state q in G; and σ iþ 1ð Þ 2 ΣG qð Þ \ Γ ið Þð Þ means that
event σ(i+1) is eligible in the closed-loop supervisory
control system if, and only if it is both eligible in G and
authorized by S. Then, the response encourages S to enter a
new state and commands Γ(i+1) starting from the new state
are provided for G. Such a process continues until both S
and G reach their final states.

2.2 Main features of UPPAAL

As an integrated tool for modeling, simulation, and
verification of real-time system, UPPAAL is appropriate
for systems that can be modeled as a collection of non-
deterministic processes with finite control structure and
real-valued clocks, communicating through channels, and
(or) shared variables [12]. Its graphical user interface (GUI)
is implemented in Java, which consists of three main parts:
a system editor, a simulator, and a verifier.

(1) The system editor is used to create and edit the system
with timed automata graphically and textually. It is
composed of a navigation tree, drawing window, and
system description language. The navigation tree is

used for accessing the various components of a system
description. The drawing window is used for drawing
automata through drawing tools. The system descrip-
tion language is a non-deterministic guarded command
language with real-valued clock variables and simple
data types, which serves as a modeling or design
language to describe system behavior as networks of
timed automata extended with clock and data variables.

(2) The simulator is a validation tool that enables exam-
ination of possible dynamic executions of a system
during early design (or modeling) stages and thus
provides an inexpensive mean of fault detection prior
to verification by the verifier. In addition, the simulator
is also used to visualize executions (i.e., traces)
generated by the verifier.

(3) The verifier serves as a model checker, which is used to
check reachability, safety, and liveness properties by
on-the-fly exploration of the state-space of a system in
terms of symbolic states represented by constraints.
Satisfied properties will be marked green and violated
ones red. When trace generation is enabled and a trace
is found, the verifier can input the trace into the
simulator.

3 Two-layer supervisory control architecture

In the paradigm for VPSs [1], it consists of several
simultaneous VPSs, and the production resources in each
VPSf (f=1, 2, ..., m) are logically interrelated on virtual
space (control computer) according to the production flow
of a specific customized product f. And all the production
resources (RESg, g=1, 2, ..., n) in VPSs physically belong
to several different physical manufacturing systems with
different functional structures, e.g., job shops, flexible
manufacturing systems (FMSs).

According to its logical and physical characteristics, a
two-layer supervisory control architecture based on auton-
omy and coordination is proposed for VPSs (as shown in
Fig. 2), which possesses local quick response of distributed
control as well as global optimization of hierarchical control.

The proposed hybrid control structure primarily consists
of VPS-layer, resource-layer, and an I/O interface between
them. The autonomous supervisory control for each VPSf is
hierarchically implemented through two kinds of autono-
mous closed loop and a communication channel. In VPS-
layer, each VPSf is regarded as a plant GVPSf, which is
independently supervised and controlled by its autono-
mous supervisory controller ASVPSf through the autono-
mous close loop ASVPSf /GVPSf. The specifications residing
in ASVPSf specify the logical relationship (i.e., input and
output) between any two resources used in VPSf. And in
resource-layer, each RESg used in VPSf is similarly
considered as a plant GRESg, which is independently
supervised and controlled by its autonomous supervisory
controller ASRESg through the autonomous closed loop
ASRESg /GRESg. The specifications residing in ASRESg
specify the detail operation steps (such as setting up,
processing, loading/unloading, and etc.) and time for RESgFig. 1 The basic principle of supervisory control theory
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to produce Product f. Additionally, the specifications
residing in ASVPSf and ASRESg also specify communication
mechanisms between the two layers, such that VPSf can
send requests for or receive answers from RESg through its
communication channel INTf in the I/O interface (here,
INTf is regarded as a plant GINTf, which is supervised and
controlled by both ASVPSf and ASRESg). The coordination
supervisory control for multiple VPSs running simulta-
neously is implemented through several coordination
closed loops. In VPS-layer, the autonomous control
activities of ASVPSf is supervised and controlled by CS
through the coordination closed loop CS /ASVPSf. The
specifications residing in CS specify the coordination
mechanisms of shared resources.

4 Modeling of VPSs

4.1 A VPSs case

To illustrate how to implement this hybrid supervisory
control approach, a VPSs case is considered. The layout of
FMS is shown in Fig. 3a, which (resource ID, c) denotes a
resource and its capacity, and in Fig. 3b, the product

production structures (PPSs) of two specific customized
products (product 1 and 2) describe the production tasks by
determining the processes, the sequences of the processes,
and the estimated time (T) /the required resources (resource
ID) for each process.

4.2 Modeling of VPSs, resources and communication
channels

According to the requirements of modeling, general
automata are employed to logically model VPSs and
communication channels, and timed automata [5] are used
to model resources. Uniformly, they can be formulated by
following seven-tuple:

GΔ ¼ QΔ;ΣΔ; δΔ; qΔ;0;QΔ;M ;ΓΔ; δΔ;Cð Þ; Δ
2 VPSf ;RESg; INTff g (1)

where,

(1) QΔ is the finite set of states, and state qΔ 2 QΔ .
Especially for resources, QRESg ¼ ARESg �

Q

Fig. 2 The two-layer supervisory control architecture based on autonomy and coordination for VPSs
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Tσ σ 2 ΣRESg;act

��� �
; where ARESg is the finite set of

activity states; ΣRESg,act is the finite set of activity

events; Tσ ¼ 0; uσ½ � ; 0 � lσ � uσ < 1;
0; lσ½ � ; 0 � lσ < uσ ¼ 1:

�
is the timing inter-

val for event σ∈ΣRESg,act; lσ is the lower time bound

for σ∈ΣRESg,act; uσ is the upper time bound for
σ∈ΣRESg,act.

(2) ΣΔ is the finite set of events, and event ω 2 ΣΔ:
Especially for resources, ΣRESg=ΣRESg,act ⋃{tick},
where tick is a basic time unit in VPSs, e.g., minutes.
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(3) δΔ : ΣΔ � QΔ ! QΔ is the transition function
defined by δΔ ω; qΔð Þ ¼ q0Δ .

(4) qΔ;0 2 QΔ is the initial state.
(5) QΔ;M � QΔ is the set of marker states, and the marker

state qΔ;M 2 QΔ;M : The five basic elements above
represent the general characteristics of GΔ; and the
two control elements below describe the controlled
mechanisms inside GΔ.

(6) ΓΔ ¼ 0; 1f g is the set of control modes, and γ ωð Þ 2
ΓΔ is the control mode of event ω 2 ΣΔ: γ (ω)=0 if ω
is not the authorized event provided by supervisory
controller; otherwise, γ(ω)=1.

(7) δΔ;C : ΓΔ �ΣΔ � QΔ ! QΔ is the controlled tran-
sition function defined by:

δΔ;C γ ωð Þ � ω� qΔð Þ

¼ δΔ ω; qΔð Þ ¼ q0Δ; if γ ωð Þ ¼ 1
undefined; otherwise

�
: (2)

For the purpose of explicit illustration of the VPSs case,
the state transition graphs of GVPS2, GINT2, and GRESg

(divided into three functional classes: machine, transporter
and buffer class) are employed (as shown in Fig. 4), which
are the partial automata models of VPSs case. And events
in Fig. 4a describe the output and input relationship
between any two resources used in VPS2.

5 Design of autonomous and coordination supervisory
controllers

5.1 Determination of specifications

To obtain the desired characteristics of performance
(production flow and time) and activity (overflow-,
conflict-, and deadlock-free), autonomous and coordina-
tion specifications for VPSs are semantically represented as
heuristic scheduling rules.

5.1.1 Autonomous heuristic scheduling rules

Since the autonomous supervisory control for each VPSf is
hierarchically implemented as mentioned in Section 3,
following autonomous heuristic scheduling rules are
basically determined.

Rule 1 (for ASVPSf) Each product f must be produced
according to the specified production flow, within its
production cycle, and by just one production resource at
the same time.

Rule 2 (for ASRESg) Each production resource RESg must
serve each product f in its own production cycle and within
the range of its capacity, and each processing step must be
accomplished within time interval lσ; uσ½ �, where lσ is the
earliest finish time and uσ is the latest finish time.

Rule 3 (communication mechanism for both ASVPSf and
ASRESg) Each VPSf communicates with its required
production resource RESg by sending requests to and
receiving answers from its communication channel in the
I/O interface.

5.1.2 Coordination heuristic scheduling rules

In automatic control of manufacturing systems, overflow,
conflict and deadlock are the three basic problems caused
by resource sharing. To cope with them, coordination
heuristic scheduling rules for VPSs can be basically
determined.

Rule 1 (overflow-free) If a production resource has already
been occupied by products as many as its capacity, then
any latter products cannot enter it and have to keep waiting
until it is released.

Rule 2 (conflict-free) Each shared production resource
adopts first come first serve (FCFS) strategy based on
arriving time of tasks and random factors to solve
conflicts.

Rule 3 (deadlock-free) (1) Preventive strategy: if deadlock
may occur among adjacent production resources, thenP
deadlock

RESg Flag > x� d; where x is the amount of

these resources, d is the amount of deadlocks existing
among them, and

P
deadlock

RESg Flag is the amount of

their total spare spaces; (2) Backup strategy: if deadlock
occurs between AGV/RGV and its adjacent resource, then
backup AGV/RGV will be used as a buffer. Firstly, the
product in the machine will move to the backup AGV/
RGV and the machine is released. Then the product in the
AGV/RGV will move to the machine. Finally, backup
AGV/RGV will change to AGV/RGV and original AGV/
RGV will change to backup AGV/RGV.

5.2 Formalization of specifications

5.2.1 Autonomous supervisory controllers based
on autonomous rules

With the formalization of the above autonomous specifica-
tions through their combination with GVPSf, GRESg, and
GINTf, the autonomous supervisory controllers are formally
designed as ASΘ ¼ XAS;Θ; ΣAS;Θ; ξAS;Θ; xAS;Θ;0; XAS;Θ;M

� �
;

Θ 2 VPSf ;RESgf g; where five elements is similar to
those in Eq. 1.

Figure 5 shows the state transition graphs of ASVPS2 and
ASRESg, where events goVPSf, CAGVT21, and etc. belong
to ΣCS(the finite events set of coordination supervisory
controller and will be mentioned later), through which the
coordination controller can logically coordinate the auton-
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omous control activities of ASVPS2 with that of ASVPS1
before they are actually implemented in VPS2; events
VPSfAGV, AGV21, and etc. belong to ΣVPSf, through which
ASVPS2 can supervise and control VPS2 independently;
events αRESg,VPSf, βRESg,VPSf, and etc. belong to ΣRESg,

through which ASRESg can supervise and control RESg
independently; and events imk

VPSf ;RESg and omk
VPSf ;RESg

belong to ΣINTf, through which ASVPS2 can make commu-
nication with ASRESg and realize the hierarchical control.

Fig. 4 (continued)

3Fig. 4 The partial automata models of VPSs case: (a) The state transition graphs of GVPS2; (b) The state transition graphs of GINT2; and
(c) The state transition graphs of GRES
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5.2.2 Coordination supervisory controllers based
on coordination rules

Motivated by that the coordination supervisory controller
must be able to supervise and control multiple VPSs
simultaneously, a modified finite capacity machine is
proposed to design the coordination supervisory controller.

CS ¼ XCS;X
0
CS;XCS;t;ΣCS;B eð Þ;P eð Þ; ξCS; xCS;0;XCS;M

� �
(3)

where,

(1) XCS is the finite set of locations. Location xCS,g∈XCS

indicates RESg and has two state parameters: pg (the
total amount of digitized tokens located in xCS,g) and cg
(the capacity of xCS,g), in which pg≤cg and a digitized
token represents a VPS;

(2) X
0
CS ¼ 0; 1f g is the set of location-availability states,

which describes the availability of resources. If xCS,g is
unavailable for a transition from other locations
(pg=cg or RESg breaks down), then x

0
CS xCS;g
� � ¼ 0

otherwise, x
0
CS xCS;g
� � ¼ 1;

(3) XCS;t ¼ �m
f¼1X

f
CS;t is the set of token-position of

multiple digitized tokens, which describes the position
of VPSs, where X f

CS;t ¼ 0; 1f g is the set of token-
position of the fth digitized token. If the fth digitized
token is not in location xCS,g, then xfCS;t xCS;g

� � ¼ 0;

otherwise, xfCS;t xCS;g
� � ¼ 1;

(4) ΣCS is the finite set of events;
(5) B eð Þ ¼ �m

f¼1B ef
� �

is the set of transition guards of
multiple digitized tokens, where B(ef) is the set of
transition guards of the fth digitized token and guard
uf ∈B(ef);

(6) P eð Þ ¼ �m
f¼1P ef

� �
is the set of transition updates of

multiple digitized tokens, where P(ef) is the set of
transition updates of the fth digitized token and update
vf ∈P(ef);

(7) ξCS : B eð Þ �ΣVPSf � XCS � P eð Þ ! XCS is the tran-
sition function of the fth digitized token, which is
defined by

ξCS uf ; σf ; xCS;g; vf
� �

¼ ξCS σf ; xCS;g; vf
� � ¼xCS;g0 if uf is satisfied;

undefined; otherwise:

�
(4)

(8) XCS,0∈XCS is the initial location;
(9) XCS;M � XCS is the set of marker locations, and marker

location xCS,M∈XCS,M.

Comparing with the finite capacity machine (FCM)
defined in [6], the modified FCM has a decision-making
function by adding two sets of control: (1) the set of
transition guards, and (2) the set of transition updates.
Formally, a transition guard determines the transitions
conditions through several constraints in the form e∼z for
z∈Z+⋃{0} and ∼∈{<, <=, ==, >, >}, where e is a variable or
an expression, and Z+ is the set of positive integers. And a
transition update determines the changes after firing

Fig. 5 (continued)

3Fig. 5 The partial automata models of autonomous supervisory controllers: (a) The state transition graph of ASVPS2; (b) The state transition
graphs of ASRESg
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transitions through several value assignments in the form
e:=z.

The state transition graph of CS for the VPSs case is
shown in Fig. 6, where ΣCS is corresponding to that in
ASVPS1 and ASVPS2 and the usage of integer variables as
heuristic functions is the key of coordination (as listed in
the Table 1).

On one hand, they define the occurrence conditions of
autonomous control activities, which are the decision-
making standards for coordination. On the other hand, they
continuously update according to the actual implementa-
tion of autonomous control activities, which are the
evidences for the next coordination. Additionally, a clock
total is used to record a cycle time of VPSs, i.e. make-span.

6 Implementation of system analysis and optimal scheduling

6.1 Deadlock-free analysis

The verifier in UPPAAL can check whether the system
satisfies the desired properties by queries. Since deadlock-
free means the state of deadlock will never happen, i.e., the
state of not deadlock will always be true, query A[] not
deadlock is used to make deadlock-free analysis for
systems, in which path formula A[] denotes that the its
following state formula is true in all reachable states.
Through verification, it is proved that the VPSs case under
the control of proposed approach is deadlock-free.

Fig. 6 The automata model of coordination supervisory controller
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6.2 Calculation and simulation of time-optimal
scheduling

In UPPAAL, a trace can be calculated according to a
diagnostic trace strategy by the verifier and be simulated by
the simulator. To calculate the time-optimal scheduling for
the VPSs case, query E<>(VPS1.Begin and VPS2a.Begin
and VPS2b.Begin and VPS2continue.Beginand initial-
module.Stop) and fastest strategy is used to find a trace
starting at the initial state, ending at the desired state and
owning optimal make-span, in which path formula E<>
denotes that its following state formula is reachable
eventually. As a result, the make-span of time-optimal
scheduling is 61 ticks and the simulation is shown in Fig. 7.

Compared with the existing scheduling methodologies
[13, 14], the proposed supervisory control approach
integrates control and scheduling into one supervisory
control system, such that the activities of VPSs can be
completely under control (overflow-, conflict-, deadlock-
free) when the calculated optimal scheduling operates in
practice. Therefore, this paves the way to obtain practical
results from optimal scheduling.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid supervisory
control approach based on the mechanism of autonomy and
coordination by using supervisory control theory, through

Table 1 Integer variables in coordination supervisory controller of VPSs

Integer variables Meanings values

ResourceID_Flag(Equalsto cg-pg) The spare space of resources Non-negative integer
AGVnext,RGVnext The resource that AGV/RGV next to arrive 1: B1; 2: B2; 21: T21; 31: T31
AGV_exchange,RGV_exchange The exchanging progress between AGV/RGV and AGVbackup/

RGVbackup
0: begin exchanging; 1: finish
exchanging

AGVid,AGVbackupid,RGVid,
RGVbackupid

The current resource ID of AGV, AGVbackup, RGV and
RGVbackup

1: T01; 2: T02; 11:T11; 12: T12

VPSfstop The progress of VPSf 0: not complete; 1: complete

Time Unit

(tick)

R
e
s
o
u
rc

e
s

T01

T02

3 236 10 3331 36 41 514638 49

T11

T12

M11

M12

M13

M21
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B1

14 17 20

{

{

53 58 610

Gantt chart for time-optimal

scheduling

VPS1 VPS2 VPS2bVPS2a

288 55

The exchange between

AGV and backup AGV

Fig. 7 Simulation of time-optimal scheduling for the VPSs case
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which both control and scheduling for VPSs can be
achieved.

Firstly, the control structure combines the advantages of
both distributed and hierarchical control, in which both
autonomous supervisory control for each VPS and coordina-
tion supervisory control for multiple VPSs can be implemen-
ted. Secondly, autonomous and coordination supervisory
controllers are designed based on the heuristic scheduling
rules, and a modified FCM is especially developed for the
coordination supervisory controller. Finally, system analysis,
calculation and simulation of time-optimal scheduling for a
VPSs case based on the proposed approach are successfully
implemented by UPPAAL, which proved its implement-
ability and effectiveness.

In order to extend the proposed approach into adaptively
dynamic control of VPSs, adaptive scheduling mechanisms
and corresponding expert system will be studied in the future,
such that an integrated and intelligent supervisory control
environment of VPSs can be established systemically.
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